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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a grid-based approach to reduce the time to deliver local meteorological forecast
information. The computation of local meteorological forecasts relies on the execution of both regional
and local scale Numerical Weather Prediction models. Typically, such models require extensive
computation on large compute clusters. Moreover, the models are commonly executed sequentially, since
local models rely on the output of a regional model. The approach introduced in this paper, modifies the
computational dependencies in order to compute the models more in parallel while ensuring that
computational results are appropriately synchronized. We evaluate the method in a high performance
computing grid using the Brazilian Regional Atmospheric Modelling System (BRAMS). The experimental
results show a reduction of up to 71 % in the time to deliver local meteorological information with this
approach. The approach is sufficiently general that it can be useful with other large distributed
applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The modern atmospheric numerical forecast (weather, climate and environment) represents a
scientific breakthrough in the field of meteorology. Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models
are complex programs that represent the movement and the physical processes of the atmosphere
through mathematical equations and therewith predict their evolution [1]. It started with the
development of the Atmospheric General Circulation Models (AGCM) to predict atmosphere and
ocean phenomena [2]. NWP models use current weather conditions (observational data, satellite
image derived data, and models generated by previous days) as input, so they can predict the
weather for several days in advance with a high degree of confidence. As these models permit
free choice of the particular geographical area and spatial resolution, forecasts can be run as
frequently as required.
NWP generation is computationally expensive since it deals with the execution of complex
calculations, which increase in number for finer spatial and temporal resolutions [3, 4]. The
calculations become more complex as a result of improvements in computing chemical and
physical processes in conjunction with the need to manipulate huge meteorological datasets. As a
result, the main meteorological centers around the world execute global and regional area models,
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generating outputs at global or regional scales. In turn, regional meteorological centers execute
local area forecast models to generate more accurate forecasts with high resolution for a specific
geographical area, which are more appropriate for certain users and other applications.
The European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) produces timely global
short-term forecasts to provide Member and Co-operating States (33 countries) with boundary
conditions for their limited area models [5]. The National Meteorological Services from these
countries use ECMWF’s results for input to their own regional models (e.g. on a continental or
national scale), to produce high-resolution forecasts for early warning of potentially damaging
severe weather [6].
The National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), an arm of the NOAA's National
Weather Service (NWS), provides a wide variety of national and international weather guidance
products to National Weather Service field offices, government agencies, emergency managers,
private sector meteorologists, meteorological organizations, and societies throughout the world
[7]. NCEP is a critical national resource in global/national weather prediction and the starting
point for nearly all weather forecasts in the United States [8].
The Center for Weather Forecast and Climate Studies (CPTEC), from the National Institute for
Space Research (INPE) in Brazil, executes various types of atmospheric numerical models daily,
producing weather forecast products for Brazil and South America [9]. The INPE/CPTEC
delivers meteorological information as raw model outputs or web-based products, derived from
these models [10]. Regional weather centers in Brazil and South America use the raw model
outputs to produce high-resolution local area weather forecasts using limited area models.
User interests in the information provided by NWP models are sensitive to the spatial resolution
and geographical area. Output from these models are used for a variety of purposes:
meteorologists have interest in the images or raw data from model for weather analysis,
agriculturists are interested in precipitation distribution over specific areas in order to manage
crops, and hydrologists use the output as input to hydrological models for water management.
Transportation, energy consumption, construction, and tourism also have particular interest in
weather conditions. A very important application is to provide timely warning of weather
extremes, since anomalous weather events can cause impact on many lives and cause significant
financial losses. The warnings that result from this additional guidance can enable great savings
of both life and property [2].
In Brazil, these high resolution NWP models are dependent on the outputs of lower resolution
NWP models, where “lower” resolution means coarser granularity in the computational model,
e.g., a 20km x 20km resolution is “lower” than a 5km x 5km resolution. The higher the
resolution in a computational model means that there are greater computational requirements for
the same geographical region [11]. Hence, a regional model would have a lower resolution than a
more localized model, but cover a larger geographical area, e.g. a continent. Regional models are
computed at INPE/CPTEC, and the outputs from these models are then used as input by various
local models at universities, meteorological institutions, etc. where the local models are
computed. The outputs from the regional models are distributed to these institutions over nondedicated Internet links connecting institutions, which can experience delays in the transmission
of meteorological data due to data traffic variation during the day.
The current workflow, therefore, entails the execution of a regional model at INPE/CPTEC and
distributing those results to computational centers throughout Brazil which then run local models
on local computing resources. Even without delays in the network, this takes time to generate
local models. In this paper we developed an approach to reduce the overall workflow time to
produce the local NWP models. The approach assumes that the underlying computational
2
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infrastructure forms a loosely coupled grid of high performance computing clusters. This is not
far from the existing computational environment in Brazil for NWP models, but does require
somewhat more coordination and cooperation of the individual computing resources. The
approach does not involve changes to the NWP software, but does involve changing the
workflow, movement of results and additional software to increase parallel computation as well
as handle some synchronization between computations.
The current research on NWP models and grid environments has focus on single-user [12] or
collaboration [13, 14] use. Since NWP models are typically tightly coupled MPI applications, the
research in this area exploit the use of ensemble techniques [15, 16, 17], which involves multiple
simulations of the same NWP model using different initial conditions. In this case the executions
are independent and asynchronous.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe the Brazilian
Regional Atmospheric Modelling System (BRAMS) and its workflow. We introduce the new
approach to synchronize local and regional scale simulations and the submission mechanisms in a
multicluster environment in Section 3. We present the results for this methodology in Section 4,
the discussion in Section 5 and conclusions in Section 6.

2. THE BRAZILIAN REGIONAL ATMOSPHERIC MODELLING SYSTEM
The Brazilian Regional Atmospheric Modelling System (BRAMS) is a version of the Regional
Atmospheric Modelling System (RAMS) [18] tailored to tropical regions for production use by
the regional meteorological centers and research universities in Brazil [19]. The BRAMS
(http://brams.cptec.inpe.br) is a multipurpose numerical weather model with explicit
parallelization, well suitable for HPC clusters, and designed to simulate atmospheric circulations
in operational forecasting and atmospheric research. It serves a broad range of applications and
provides outputs of weather forecasts of granularity from meters to thousands of kilometres.
The BRAMS simulation uses analysis and boundary conditions as input data derived from a
lower spatial resolution model. A RAMSIN parameter definition file contains all parameterization
related to a specific simulation [20]. The BRAMS model execution generates files at certain
intervals of time, representing the weather forecast for the next hours/days. These files contain
arrays of data and each array is associated with a specific physical variable, atmospheric level and
instant of time. Local models use this information as input, with a similar operation but with
higher spatial resolution and smaller geographic area.
The BRAMS weather forecast generation in meteorological centers has a completely automatic
process, which executes on a daily basis. Figure 1 shows the five stages of the BRAMS forecast
workflow. The first stage includes download of input data (sea surface temperature, soil type,
topography and state of the atmosphere) and conversion of the state of the atmosphere data to the
RAMS standard input format for pressure coordinates and observational data (dp files; RALPH
format (http://atmet.com/html/docs/data/ralph2.pdf)).
In the next three stages, the BRAMS uses a single text file in a Fortran namelist format (RAMSIN
namelist). Each of these stages (see Figure 1) is responsible for different processing:
•

MAKESFC: During this stage, the data in the global data files (sea surface temperature,
soil type and topography) is converted to meet the resolution and area required for the
regional modes as defined in the namelist $MODEL_GRIDS (in RAMSIN).

•

MAKEVFILE: This stage converts the data in the global initial and boundary conditions
files to the appropriate resolution. This is performed by “cutting” the dp files in to the
3
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desired geographical areas, grids and time intervals, as defined in the namelist
$MODEL_GRIDS (in RAMSIN).
•

INITIAL: This stage entails the core model execution, which can be serial or parallel
(MPI-based). It uses input the data files originating from the previous two stages:
topography, sea surface temperature, vegetation cover, initial and boundary condition
files. The simulation generates two kinds of output data files: history and analysis. This
stage provides a meteorological forecast for the desired limited area and time period. The
BRAMS simulation saves history files on disk, which are required for the BRAMS restart
(checkpoint files).

Figure 1. BRAMS workflow.
The post-processing stage includes output format conversion and a visualization process:
•

•

Format conversion: A file format conversion program (RAMSPOST) converts the model
output
format
(RALPH)
to
GrADS
format
(http://www.iges.org/grads/gadoc/aboutgriddeddata.html), based on rules established by
RAMSPOST namelist file (Rampost50.inp). It also generates metadata information about
the file contents.
Visualization process: This stage uses GrADS [21] to generate a few diagnostic
meteorological charts to allow the evaluation of the simulation results, generation of
weather prognostics by meteorologists, and publication on meteorological centers
websites.

The local scale simulations use the analysis and boundary conditions resulting from the BRAMS
regional scale simulation. Thus, the initiation of the local scale simulation depends on the
completion of the regional scale simulation and the transfer of all regional scale simulation
outputs (Figure 2).

4
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Figure 2. Time steps of BRAMS meteorological delivery process.
As presented in Figure 2, the BRAMS regional scale simulation generates weather forecast for
seven days ahead, at six hour intervals (four time periods per forecast day). The regional
meteorological centers download this data and execute local scale simulations to generate weather
forecasts for three days ahead, with six hour intervals (four time periods per forecast day). The
regional scale simulation generates twenty eight (28) files, but local scale simulation uses only the
first twelve (12) of the BRAMS forecast files.
In order to address numerical stabilization, NWP models divide each six hour interval into small
time steps because they can not calculate large changes in the atmospheric state for the entire six
hour period. Increasing model resolution requires more and smaller time steps and, consequently,
more computational power [22]. The regional and local scale models use 720 and 1440 time
steps of 30s and 15s, respectively, to generate a weather forecast output for every 6 hours. The
sum of the regional scale model execution time, regional model data transmission time and local
scale model execution time constitutes the total processing time for delivery of a local forecast
and is given by equation (1).
Time = (dR × tsR × tRexec) + (dR × tsR × tRtrans) + (dL × tsL × tLexec)

(1)

Here dR, tsR and tRexec represent the number of days, time steps and execution time for a regional
scale simulation, respectively; tRtrans is the transmission time of each regional simulation output
(assuming that each is roughly the same time); and dL, tsL and tLexec represent the number of days,
time steps and execution time for a local scale simulation, respectively.

3. THE GRID APPROACH
The new approach to the computation of regional and local models is to flow partial results (as
manifested by the output data files) as they are produced, from the regional model to local
models, and to execute the regional and local weather simulation in a parallel and loosely
synchronized manner; this is illustrated in Figure 3. The objective is to reduce the time for the
local models to start producing forecasts, which should be possible since the local model
simulation can start execution one some of the regional files are produced, rather than waiting
until the full regional model simulation ends.
The local meteorological centers only need a three day forecast from the regional scale model
simulation since they normally produce local weather forecast for three days ahead (delivering
output forecasts four times per day). Considering that with this approach, the local scale model
execution starts sooner than if it had to wait on the completion of the regional scale model
execution, the estimated total execution time is:
Time = tRexec + tRtrans + (12 × tLexec)

(2)
5
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Figure 3. New regional and local scale simulation approach.
As presented before, the BRAMS simulation workflow has serial and parallel processes. For this
new approach, we modify the original workflow by grouping all input serial process into a preprocessing phase, all output serial processing in a post-processing phase and execute the model
execution as a parallel process. The intent is that as the regional model produces results, in this
case a data file representing a meteorological forecast for a 6 hour simulated time, then that file
could be moved to local processing centers and then the BRAMS simulation for the local model
could, at least in principle, begin execution.
While conceptually this seems straightforward, operationally it is more complex. First, the
regional and local simulations are separate computations, possibly running on different kinds of
hardware. Apart from the use of the data files from the regional simulation, they are independent.
Second, if we assume a grid with multiple computing facilities, they may or may not be tightly
integrated. Typically, such facilities might operate relatively autonomously, each having their
own resource allocation and job submission system. There could be some meta-scheduler or
overarching workflow management system, though is unlikely, which means that there is no
straightforward way to schedule the start of jobs on two different systems. Finally, there needs to
be some assurance that the local simulation only begins once “valid” data has been acquired.
Figure 4 presents the regional scale workflow (RSWF). The pre-processing phase converts GRIB
format results of the INPE/CPTEC AGCM to dp format, using GRIB2DP program, and executes
the MAKESFC and MAKEVFILE stages of the BRAMS. Model execution consists of the
BRAMS simulation itself (INITIAL stage). The post-processing phase occurs in parallel with the
generation of regional model files. It is during this phase that the verification of the BRAMS
model output is done on a regular basis by examining the six-hour simulation outputs. Once these
verified outputs are available, the post-processing phase converts the BRAMS simulation outputs
to GrADS format and generates regional scale meteorological field images.
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Figure 4. Regional scale workflow.
The schedule of delivering regional scale forecast data is well known by Brazilian weather
centers. We developed a data transfer mechanism (Figure 5) that starts automatically based on
this schedule. It downloads (when available) the regional model outputs according to the model
information list (file containing the name of the files for download).
After downloading the file, this mechanism verifies that its size matches the correct size. It serves
to verify if regional simulation has finished the data generation of each 6 hour forecast data,
producing a valid output. The process continues up to the detection and download of the last
regional scale forecast output (for three days ahead). Additionally, it monitors which files were
received, looking for the presence of the analysis results and the first forecast output (the first
forecast for the first 6 hours ahead). Once detected, it starts the local scale workflow
independently of the data transfer mechanism.

7
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Figure 5. Data transfer mechanism.
Figure 6 shows the local scale workflow (LSWF) that uses the regional model files acquired by
the data transfer mechanism and starts only when the regional analysis and the first simulation
output (six-hours ahead) are available. The pre-processing phase converts regional scale model
outputs from GrADS format to dp format, using GRIB2DP, and executes the MAKESFC and
MAKEVFILE stages of the BRAMS. The model execution phase consists of the BRAMS
simulation itself (INITIAL stage), which generates the local model files. In parallel, the local
post-processing phase executes and verifies the BRAMS model output on a regular basis looking
for the six-hour simulation outputs. Once it finds a such an output, it converts the BRAMS
simulations outputs to the GrADS format and generates local scale meteorological field images.
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Figure 6. Local scale workflow.
The RSWF is subject to interruptions that may be caused by hardware problems, software issues
or absence of input data. As a consequence, the local workflow is affected, interrupting the
execution of the local simulation. As previously mentioned, the BRAMS has mechanisms to
restart the simulation from the point where it was interrupted. However, this feature was not used
in this work and it should be the subject of future work.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The technique of executing an atmospheric model to generate a higher resolution forecast using a
lower resolution forecast as input is called “downscaling” [23]. We applied this technique in our
experiment to generate regional and local scale forecasts, executing two instances of BRAMS in
parallel and synchronized.
We evaluate the original and the new approach by comparing the delivery time (the BRAMS
model execution at local and regional scale, and transfer time).

2.2. Experimental Environment
The Shared Hierarchical Academic Research Computing NETwork (SHARCNET: www.
sharcnet.ca) is a high performance computing consortium of 17 academic and research
organizations in Ontario. The SHARCNET grid has a number of different HPC clusters, located
in different locations and interconnected using dedicated high speed networks. The HPC clusters
of SHARCNET have varying interconnection networks and types of processors. Each cluster has
its own resource manager and scheduler. However, the overall SHARCNET environment
supports a single sign-on, which uses the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) to
9
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control account management. As a result, a researcher can access any of the systems through a
single account and since a user account belongs to a global storage system, so codes compiled in
a user account can be executed on any HPC cluster from SHARCNET grid. Each cluster has a
job scheduler that performs job submission [24].
In the current practice in Brazil, the start of the execution of the local scale model depends on the
generation of all outputs from the regional scale model. The non-dedicated RNP (“Rede Nacional
de Pesquisa e Ensino”) communication network provides the means to the transfer of
meteorological information from INPE/CPTEC to local centers. RNP is Brazil’s NREN (National
Research and Education Network) and provides advanced network services to the higher
education and research community [25].
For our experiments, we make use of three clusters within the SHARCNET grid:
•

•

•

Whale (3072 cores): A 768 nodes HP Linux cluster with Linux CentOS and
OpenMPI 1.4.2, two Opteron Dual-Core processor@2.2GHz (GigabitEthernet), and 4GB
memory.
Narwhal (1068 cores): A 267 nodes HP Linux cluster with Linux CentOS and
OpenMPI 1.4.2, two Opteron Mono-Core processor@2.2GHz (Myrinet), and 8GB of
memory.
Saw (2688 cores): A 336 nodes HP Linux cluster with Linux CentOS and
OpenMPI 1.4.2, two Xeon Quad-Core processor@2.83GHz (Infiniband/DDR), and 16GB
of memory.

In this experiment we used the BRAMS model to simulate this weather forecast operation at the
national center and to produce regional and local area weather forecast files. We used
combinations of 8, 16, 24 and 32 cores to execute local and regional weather simulations. We
chose whale for local area weather simulations and whale, narwhal and saw for regional area
weather simulations. The University of Guelph hosts narwhal and the University of Waterloo
hosts whale and saw, which are 29 km apart.

29 km

Guelph
85 Km

Narwal

UW

Whale

York

110 Km

46 Km

Saw
Sheridan

UWO

33 Km

134 Km

10 Km

Brock

MacMaster

Figure 7. HPC clusters from the SHARCNET grid.

2.2. BRAMS NWP Experiments
We used the coarse outputs from the INPE/CPTEC AGCM model of 10/23/2010, as a starting
point for the regional forecast simulation. This AGCM runs four times a day (00, 06, 12 and 18
UTC), producing analyses and numerical weather forecast data in GRIdded Binary (GRIB) and
GrADS format, for fifteen (15) days ahead in T162L28 resolution. Here, T refers to spectral
10
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truncation type (triangular) in zonal wave 62 (resolution of 100 x 100 km) and L refers to the
number of vertical levels (28 levels) [26]. Figure 8 shows one of the global scale output fields
(temperature) for 24 hours ahead from 10/23/2010.

Figure 8. Global scale forecast (temperature)
Using the RSWF, we simulated a regional weather forecast over South-America for seven (7)
days ahead from 10/23/2010, using the BRAMS configured for a spatial resolution of 20 x 20 km
and 38 atmospheric levels (a 340 x 370 x 38 points matrix). The inputs, analysis and the boundary
conditions for the regional scale simulation, came from initial condition and the forecast outputs
of the INPE/CPTEC AGCM model execution of October 23rd, 2010.
For the regional scale simulation, the BRAMS generates analysis and forecast data for seven (7)
days ahead from 10/23/2010. Figures 9 presents one of the regional scale forecast fields
(temperature) produced by the RSWF, for 24 hours ahead from 10/23/2010.

Figure 9. Regional scale forecast (temperature).
Using the local scale workflow, we simulated a local weather forecast for three (3) days ahead
over the state of São Paulo, with a spatial resolution of 5 x 5 km and 38 atmospheric levels (a
280 x 250 x 38 points matrix). The inputs, analysis and the boundary conditions for the local scale
simulation came from the initial conditions and the forecast outputs of the regional scale model
execution of October 23rd, 2010.
The LSWF produces local scale analysis and three (3) days forecasts. Figure 10 presents one of
the local area scale forecast fields (temperature) produced by the LSWF for 24 hours ahead from
10/23/2010.
11
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Figure 10. Local scale forecast (temperature).
Figures 11, 12 and 13 present the time for executing the regional simulation and local simulation
using different number of cores, based on the original process (“Sequential” in the figures) in
which the regional model is run and its outputs are then passed to local models. In the best
scenario, the entire computational process, namely from the regional simulation to the production
of local meteorological information, takes 24,389.3s using 32 cores of saw for the regional
simulation and 32 cores of whale for the local simulation. In the worst scenario, the complete
production process takes 107,761.3s using 8 cores of whale for the regional simulation and 8
cores of whale for the local simulation.
BRAMS - Sequential execution (whale+whale)
Regional model preprocessing
Regional model execution
Regional model posprocessing
Local model preprocessing
Local model execution
Local model posprocessing

32c

Slave:

24c
16c

Slave:

24c

24c
16c

Slave:

Slave:

8c

16c

Master:

8c

8c

#cores on master and slave cluster

32c

16c
8c
8c
0.0

20000.0

40000.0

60000.0

80000.0

100000.0

execution time (s)

Figure 11 Sequential simulation whale/whale.
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BRAMS - Sequential execution (narwhal+whale)
Regional model preprocessing
Regional model execution
Regional model posprocessing
Local model preprocessing
Local model execution
Local model posprocessing

32c

Slave:

24c
16c

Slave:

24c
24c

Master:

8c

16c

Slave:

16c
8c

Slave:

16c

8c

8c

#cores on master and slave cluster

32c

8c
0.0

20000.0

40000.0

60000.0

80000.0

100000.0

execution time (s)

Figure 12 Sequential simulation narwhal/whale.
BRAMS - Sequential execution (saw+whale)
Regional model preprocessing
Regional model execution
Regional model posprocessing
Local model preprocessing
Local model execution
Local model posprocessing

Slave:

32c

24c
16c
8c

Slave:

24c

24c
16c

Slave:
Slave:

16c

8c

8c

Master:

#cores on master and slave cluster

32c

16c
8c
8c
0.0

20000.0

40000.0

60000.0

80000.0

100000.0

execution time (s)

Figure 13 Sequential simulation saw/whale.
The new approach, as described, takes advantage of the fact that once the regional model has
produced some data, we can begin that computation. In Figure 14, we present the total time for
the complete process, that is, to production of the local meteorological information. Figure 14
also presents the percentage of reduction in time with this new approach when compared with the
standard computational approach. The result is an improvement in time of between 71.0 % and
34.3 % when compared to the original approach. The experiment achieved the most significant
reduction time when using the same number of cores for regional and local scale simulation.
Increasing the number of cores for regional simulation leads to less gain in the overall production
of local forecasts.
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BRAMS - Syncronized execution
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Figure 14 Results from the BRAMS synchronized execution.
The original regional model simulation generates all meteorological data outputs (535.9 MB)
before any are made available for the local simulation; the new approach generates output files of
35.7 MB every six hours. The first six hours of local simulation needs the initial conditions and
boundary conditions (71.5 MB).
The original approach spend 30s on average to transfer the whole regional scale output to the
local scale simulation model, while the new approach uses only 2s to transfer regional scale
outputs for the first six hours of simulation. The data transfer time can be significant when using
a busy Internet link with low bandwidth [27]. With this new approach, the reduction in the time
to transfer has been reduced and so the local simulation can begin sooner resulting in an overall
improvement in the time to deliver local forecasts.

6. DISCUSSION
The experiment, though using a dedicated network, showed significantly reduced transfer time
and so would be expected to have a significant impact when using a busy shared Internet
connection with low bandwidth. In the near future, the new RNP (Brazilian National Research
and Education Network - NREN) network infrastructure will provide Dynamic Circuit
Provisioning for Brazilian institutions, with the main purpose of delivering bandwidth on demand
for applications with high demand for quality of service (QoS) [25]. In this context, this work is
particularly important, since RNP connects the meteorological centers in Brazil and this new
approach will permit the creation of a computational grid on demand to support weather forecast
production by guaranteeing bandwidth for meteorological information data transfers. The
SHARCNET grid has provided all resources to evaluate in advance this approach in a similar
environment.
We also observed that during the running of the experiments that there was the occasional
interruption of the local scale simulation due to demands for computational resources and the
unavailability of the communication network. In meteorological centers, the meteorological
operational process has priority over non-priority processes during regular operation. These
processes execute in a special queue, allowing their execution to begin while placing other
processes in suspension (sleep) mode. However, hardware and software failures may occur [28],
preventing simulations from starting execution or new simulations may require additional
computational resources. In Brazil, the National System of High Performance Computing
14
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(SINAPAD) coordinates the network of geographically distributed High Performance Computing
Centers (CENAPAD). The proposed submission mechanism could be used by the meteorological
centers on one of the distributed HPC clusters from SINAPAD, since they also rely on queues, to
provide an additional computational power. The SINAPAD HPC systems could also be used as a
contingency system. Fault-tolerance and workflow management will be addressed on our future
work.
Other complex applications exist which also use distributed workflows, and require a large
number of computing nodes, which are typically unavailable within one organization. The
Disaster Simulation system [29] assesses the evolution and impact of various physical
phenomena, in domains such nuclear and environmental science. Aircraft industries use large
scale multi-physics applications (aircraft flight dynamics simulation) to reduce the time of
development [30]. The Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) method is an important application in the
petroleum industry for reservoir and groundwater modelling, and is used for operational
monitoring and prediction [31]. The NWP model WRF (“Weather Research and Forecasting”) is
used for hurricane forecasting in high spatial resolution and ensemble mode [27]. Many of these
applications could also make use of this approach.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a new strategy to reduce the delivery time of meteorological
information at local scale. The original approach had a sequential workflow, which first executes
the NWP model at a regional scale at a national facility and then transmits the regional scale
information to other computation centers, which finally execute the NWP at local scale. By
changing the way outputs were produced and interleaving their transmission to other computation
centers, we are able to start the local scale weather simulation sooner. The new approach monitors
the regional scale output to detect the occurrence of the first regional forecast output. Then the
local scale weather simulation can be started.
We evaluated the new approach by executing local and regional scale simulations on three
different configurations HPC clusters of the SHARCNET grid: on the same cluster (whale), on
two sets of different clusters (narwhal and whale, and saw and whale). This strategy showed a
significant reduction (up to 71 %) in time to deliver local meteorological information by
synchronizing local scale weather simulation with regional scale weather simulation.
In the near future, RNP will provide Dynamic Circuit Provisioning for Brazilian institutions on its
new backbone network. By guaranteeing QoS and working similarly to SHARCNET links in a
predetermined window time, the new RNP infrastructure will allow the efficient use of the
methodology presented in this paper. The NWP application may fail, due to the lack of input data
or the unavailability of computational infrastructure. In the future, we will investigate fault
tolerant mechanisms to address this problem.
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